As stated in the URPC’s Balanced Budget Proposal for 2019-2022, “Each Division will be tasked with
providing a clear, transparent, and rationalized summary to the URPC regarding progress towards
identifying and adopting strategies to achieve the specified reductions in alignment with our Guiding
Measures and Principles. These summaries will be submitted quarterly, beginning March 31, 2020.”
Below is a worksheet for documenting and reporting information that will help keep the URPC and
campus informed about Divisional planning.
Please describe your division's Year 1 achieved reductions (reflected in the 2020-21 budget) and also
provide a status update of reduction actions since July 1, including how much is still outstanding.
Academic Affairs continues to make progress towards achieving the $13.4m in reductions, over a threeyear time period (FY 20, 21, 22). $4m of the $13.4m total was reduced in 20-21, and the specific
divisional plans to achieve the $4m were captured in the Academic Affairs Strategic Reduction
Narrative (attached) and the original budget posting.
The divisional leadership team continues to work together and within each MBU to achieve the
remaining $9.4m in reductions, striving to reduce $5.6m in FY 21 and $3.8m in FY 22. We have been
communicating with the University Budget Office as one-time bridge funding will be needed for FY
22, and have representation on the Enrollment Projection Committee working to solidify Fall 2021
anticipated enrollment and the resulting budget implications. The Provost has asked each area to
reduce more in FY 21 than in FY 22, to provide flexibility to the division and the university as
enrollment is less predictable due to the impact of COVID.
Please describe the overall budget reduction planning process within your division. Additionally and
specifically, address the following:
a) How have you achieved transparency among your stakeholders? For example, how did you share
with your stakeholders an overview of the division's budget, with a description of what has been
reduced thus far and from where, and how much is still needing to be achieved?
b) How have you engaged stakeholders in a shared decision-making process? For example, how was
their feedback and input considered in decisions made thus far, and how will their feedback/input be
considered in decisions still to be made to reach final reduction targets?
Provost Capps organized a budget retreat for the OAA Leadership team in October. There, the team
reviewed the campus historical budget reduction context presentation, the OAA budget reduction
timeline and strategies from Spring 2020, the Academic Affairs 2020-21 Strategic Reduction Narrative,
confirmed the guiding principles and agreements from prior working groups, looked at the remaining
reductions to be achieved, and discussed next steps in planning for FY 21 and 22. A planning template
was provided, asking each MBU to achieve a 7% reduction from their current budget in FY 21, and an
additional 3.8% in FY 22. The template reminded leaders that these target amounts are only a flat
percentage by MBU, are for planning purposes only, and do not consider prior year reductions or
strategic decisions we intend to work through as a division. There are also reminders that the
remaining reduction total of $9.4m may evolve, and is based on changes in state funding, enrollment,
and other factors. Each MBU has been asked to work with their leadership team and stakeholders to
develop a strategy, and submit their preliminary two-year reduction plans for divisional review by
December 22, with final budget reduction plans due March 1. After the preliminary plans are

submitted, the divisional leadership can review the consolidated recommendations, consider the
impacts, and discuss next steps.
The Provost shared the Strategic Reduction Narrative, the Historical Budget Context presentation from
the leadership retreat, and the Academic Cost Containment with the Council of Chairs at a special
budget focused meeting held on November 12. The chairs were invited to offer suggestions regarding
the budget, advised of a variety of ways to participate in the reduction planning, and asked to consider
opportunities to invest and strengthen programs in the context of the Academic Road Map. The chairs
were also asked to engage their department in the discussions, and to share the information out for
consideration and feedback. While each MBU has approached their consultative process slightly
differently, there is a shared commitment to approaching these reductions with a student first
perspective and to contribute collectively to reductions across the division while maintaining academic
quality.
The Provost has been providing updates to the division as planning proceeds, and to the Senate in
URPC and Provost written reports. Recently, the Provost announced several changes that will allow for
budget savings and will free up capacity, including centralizing all APS related activity back into the
APS office, addressing the leadership vacancy in Institutional Effectiveness by moving Assessment
under the Vice Provost, and the Research team to ITS, and asking the Dean of the Library to provide
leadership within CEEGE after the Dean of CEEGE retires.
Please speak to how your reduction strategy contemplates and incorporates the guiding principles as
provided by the URPC:
●

●

●

●
●

Students First: We will always prioritize the needs of students and their education first. We
will support students’ academic success and provide courses and services that facilitate their
education and graduation.
Preserve and Value Personnel: The education of students is intimately linked to the morale
and security of staff and faculty. As such, every effort will be made to avoid concerted
personnel dismissals. We will instead focus on preserving jobs for existing employees and
engaging in thoughtful, evidence-driven approaches to filling positions as vacancies arise, and
leveraging reassignment of personnel in line with student needs and growth.
Fiscal Stability and Revenue Enhancement: The budget must be balanced on an annual
basis, and be sustainable into future years, through co-equal consideration of contemporary
needs and ongoing institutional health.
Mission, Vision, and Context: We will continue to work toward realizing the articulated
vision of the University.
Transparency (Clarity), Communication, and Shared Governance: We need input in order
to make informed decisions about resource allocations such that they reflect the values, needs,
and avowed intentions of the University community. In order to provide meaningful input, the
Campus community must be informed about the issues being considered. Reciprocal
participation by all stakeholders is thus advised and requested.

The Academic Affairs 2020-21 Strategic Budget Narrative points directly to these URPC guiding
principles, and includes them in the list of fundamental reduction assumptions given to the leadership

team: 1) division reductions will be spread across three years; 2) division priorities and URPC
principles will guide divisional decision making; 3) all decision making will include consultation within
the colleges/MBUs and with OAA leadership; and 4) staff and faculty attrition will contribute to
spending reductions for a three-year period.
As the division works to develop the plans for years 2 and 3, questions about planning activity and
reduction targets in other divisions remains a question. It would be extremely helpful to have the
URPC continue to ask for reports, gather information, and share information out with the campus so
that the community can see the collective effort, pain, and progress.
As we look forward, the division will be looking to the Academic Road Map and the phase 1 of the
Strategic Plan, released to the Senate on December 15. These will be foundational pieces of our
decision-making process.
●
●
●
●
●

What might be some projected consequences of your respective reduction/reduced distribution
of resources?
What strategies will you adopt/have you adopted for limiting potential impact to students?
What are the broad consequences of proposed actions? Include measures such as position
reductions and dollar amounts down to the MBU.
What were the consequences of actions undertaken thus far.
What are potential inter-divisional impacts? How have you determined those impacts and
subsequently limited negative outcomes for other areas?

Academic Affairs will be better positioned to answer this portion after the MBUs submit their initial
reduction plans on December 22. Each reduction plan template reminds the MBU lead of our
commitment to a student first perspective, and includes a section for each reduction strategy to be
explained, along with concerns and impact of each reduction type. For now, we will share the
information from our prior report to the URPC, which outlines specific strategies being considered.
FY 20-21
Continued attrition of staff positions (not replacing all vacant staff positions)
Continued attrition of tenure-track faculty positions (not replacing all vacant tenure-track positions)
Initial consolidation of academic administrative units where this makes sense
Administrative reorganization and consolidation in Office of the Provost
Reduction of Operating Expense and Lecturer Pool funds
Continued adjustment of the academic schedule and course offerings to meet needs of smaller student body
And Beyond
Reorganization of staffing within and across colleges/MBUs
Continued consolidation of academic administrative units
Continued attrition of staff positions (not replacing all vacant staff positions)
Continued attrition of tenure-track faculty positions (not replacing all vacant positions)
Other strategies to be determined by new Provost
Strategic growth based on the Academic Master Plan

FY 21 Impact







Fewer MPPs and organizing MPP work in new ways
Not filling all staff positions and rethinking of some staffing and deploying employees to service in
different areas – ongoing this year (requiring staffing reorganization plans of all)
Less operating funding to support travel, activities, etc.
Fewer class sections due to enrollment declines (maintaining progress to degree)
New academic units
New ways of working as staff

Academic Affairs 2020‐21 Strategic Reduction Narrative
May 21, 2020

Overview and Guiding Principles
Academic Affairs engaged in extensive Leadership Team budget planning in 2019‐20 for a $3.6 million
reduction to be absorbed over the next two fiscal years. This was part of a $5.4 million deficit the URPC had
identified early in the academic year, and was related to enrollment decline. With Provost Enyedi leaving
mid‐year, interim Provost Bond‐Maupin led the OAA Leadership team through a collaborative planning
process, beginning with a budget retreat in January. In February, the leadership team worked together to
finalize division principles and priorities for resource allocation decision making.
What we want to affirm as we allocate resources and burdens ‐ make decisions:









Our shared goals and priorities as a division
Our financial interdependence and collective responsibilities
Flexibility and nimbleness as things change
Opportunities to streamline and simplify processes
Communication, consultation, and true openness to/space for disparate voices
Data‐informed and strategic‐plan driven processes
Assessment and evaluation of impact of investments
Shared accountability

What we want to be careful to promote and support in spite of fund reductions:








Academic excellence
o Support faculty to serve students
o Student retention
o Successful student completion/graduation
Evidence‐based practices to achieve student‐centered goals
Cost‐effective, student‐centered academic schedule
Funds for innovation
Services to students
Sustainable, relevant curricula

In March, early predictive indicators revealed enrollment was dropping more than originally forecasted, and
the reduction amount was under review by the URPC. With the onset of COVID, enrollment projections
were further adjusted and the projected reductions for the campus rose to $20 million, with the Academic
Affairs’ portion set at $13.4 million. Provost Bond‐Maupin advocated for a three‐year reduction strategy, to
allow Academic Affairs to maintain a student first focus, and allowing time to engage in a robust Academic
Master Plan development. The Provost communicated out a reduction strategy to the leadership team,
requesting each MBU submit a detailed three‐year reduction strategy and indefinitely freezing staff
vacancies until MBUs completed comprehensive staff reorganization plans.
The Leadership team used the following assumptions when developing their reduction and staffing plans:





Division reductions will be spread across three years (FY 21, 22, 23)
Division priorities and URPC principles will guide divisional decision making
All decision making will include consultation within the colleges/MBUs and with OAA leadership
Staff and faculty attrition will contribute to spending reductions for a three‐year period




Academic colleges are fully implementing a timely course schedule adjustment process based on
enrollment shifts
We must simultaneously strengthen student retention and inclusion and draw in new students

Summary of 20‐21 Reductions
In the first year of reductions, Academic Affairs needed to also address remaining Phase 2 reduction
commitments, along with the 2019‐20 marginal cost reduction distribution. In addition, the division had
identified the need to formally create a Center for Translation and Interpretation, to provide a direct
pathway to providing bilingual communications for students and their families. As reductions were
reviewed, additional base funding was carved out to support this critical need on campus. The total amount
Academic Affairs is reducing in 20‐21 is $4,876,548. The reductions were distributed across the division
using the MBU reduction plans, with consideration of past MBU reduction contributions, and with a focus on
the URPC FIRMS code distribution percentage recommendations.

Major Program Participation % by College

Minor Program Participation % by College

Course FTES % by College

Using the 19‐20 base budget amounts for the three colleges, CAHSS is 36.5%, CNRS is 39.3%, and CPS
is 24.2%.

